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LETTER FROM THE FILMMAKER

As a disabled filmmaker, i was sure i was the perfect can-

didate to make a film about the 2012 London Paralympic

Games. Mainly because i hate sports. i find watching any

sporting event deathly boring, and the only competitive

activity i ever take part in is an occasional game of chess.

As a child i felt tortured by school gymnastics classes,

and even now the smell of a gym turns my stomach and

brings back painful memories of sadistic sports mis-

tresses with scary boots and bristling moustaches.

Alongside my sports-phobia, i have a well-developed

skepticism about disabled people — more specifically,

about their neuroses, because they too accurately reflect

my own. in the film, i follow my four widely different sub-

jects as they prepare, qualify, train and strive to win at

the 2012 Paralympic Games. i feel (rightly or wrongly)

that being physically disabled myself makes it easier for

me to burst the Pc bubble and ask disabled people a load

of direct, searching and sometimes uncomfortable ques-

tions. Questions like: Why do you put yourself through

this? Aren't you just competing to prove yourself better

than "normal people"? isn't the Paralympics ultimately a

freak-show?

so many people, myself included, live in denial of their

weaknesses. These athletes are confronting their disabil-

ities head-on, striving to conquer them. A man with no

arms doesn't have to take up archery, and his life would

be much easier if he hadn't. But the more time i spent

with these athletes, the more i understood that they

aren't just trying to be "as good as" non-disabled athletes.

Playing table tennis with one hand, and playing volleyball

while sitting on the floor, are totally different, separate

and more challenging disciplines than the "normal" ver-

sions of these sports.

i found the Paralympics altogether more interesting, fun, human and inclusive than the olympic Games. And as my relation-

ships with my subjects became more intimate and, at times, more intrusive, i realized that Paralympians are much purer ex-

amples of the original olympic spirit than many able-bodied olympians. You can't become a Paralympic athlete without

totally embracing the ideals of togetherness and shared participation. even i, who will certainly never win Paralympic gold,

found myself caught up in that spirit and unable to resist taking part.

Niko von Glasow

Director/Writer, My Way To Olympia

Filmmaker Niko von Glasow.

Photo courtesy of Niko von Glasow
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in My Way To Olympia (60 minutes), filmmaker and avowed

sports hater niko von Glasow serves as our quirky guide to

the 2012 summer Paralympics in London. As he meets a one-

handed norwegian table tennis player, the Rwandan sitting

volleyball team, an American archer without arms and a

Greek paraplegic boccia player, his own stereotypes about

disability and sports are delightfully punctured.

Von Glasow, himself a “thalidomide baby” born with severely

shortened arms, has both a natural affinity with and an aver-

sion to the athletes he profiles. He cannot understand how

anyone could take on such an ordeal voluntarily, especially

because everyday life for people with disabilities is

often challenging enough. But as an insider who

shares the experience of having a physical disability, he is

able to ask direct and pointed questions that would have

seemed rude from nearly anyone else. 

Von Glasow spares neither the athletes nor himself in his in-

quiries about life, sport and fears. This is no patronizing cel-

ebration of accomplishments by people who have overcome

obstacles. instead, the film is an invitation to look beyond

stereotypes, to see the full lives and complex personalities of

world-class athletes and, in the process, to expand our think-

ing about what it means to be “able-bodied.”

INTRODUCTION
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Norwegian Table Tennis Player Aida Dahlen.

Photo courtesy of Niko von Glasow



My Way To Olympia is well suited for use in a variety of

settings and is especially recommended for use with:

• Your local PBS station 

• Groups that have discussed previous PBS and POV

films relating to people with disabilities and

adaptive sports, including When I Walk, Freedom

Machines, If I Can’t Do It, No Bigger Than a

Minute, Kokoyakyu, Ping Pong, Medal Quest and

Ice Warriors: USA Sled Hockey

• Groups focused on any of the issues listed in the

Key Issues section

• High school students, youth groups and clubs

• Faith-based organizations and institutions

• Cultural, art and historical organizations,

institutions and museums

• Civic, fraternal, professional and community

groups

• Sports leagues

• Academic departments and student groups at

colleges, universities and high schools

• Community organizations with a mission to

promote education and learning, such as local

libraries.

My Way To Olympia is an excellent tool for outreach

and will be of special interest to people looking to ex-

plore the following topics:

• Adaptive technologies and design

• Adoption

• Archery

• Athletics

• Boccia

• Bosnia

• Disability

• Inclusion

• Independence

• International competition

• Muscular dystrophy

• Olympic Games

• Paralympic Games

• Sports

• Table tennis (ping pong)

• Thalidomide

• Volleyball
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USING THIS GUIDE

This guide is an invitation to dialogue. it is based on a belief in the power of human connection, designed for people who

want to use My Way To Olympia to engage family, friends, classmates, colleagues and communities. in contrast to ini-

tiatives that foster debates in which participants try to convince others that they are right, this document envisions con-

versations undertaken in a spirit of openness in which people try to understand one another and expand their thinking

by sharing viewpoints and listening actively. 

The discussion prompts are intentionally crafted to help a wide range of audiences think more deeply about the issues

in the film. Rather than attempting to address them all, choose one or two that best meet your needs and interests. And

be sure to leave time to consider taking action. Planning next steps can help people leave the room feeling energized and

optimistic, even in instances when conversations have been difficult. 

For more detailed event planning and facilitation tips, visit www.pov.org/engage

POTENTIAL PARTNERS KEY ISSUES
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Niko von Glasow

Born with severely shortened arms after his mother took

thalidomide (a drug that was commonly used in the 1950s

and 1960s to treat nausea in pregnant women, but was later

discovered to cause birth defects) while pregnant with him,

niko von Glasow started his filmmaking career making cof-

fee for German director Rainer Werner Fassbinder. He went

on to study film at new York university and the Lodz Film

school in Poland. in NoBody’s Perfect (2008), he convinced

11 other people born with disabilities from thalidomide to

pose for a nude calendar. The film won the German Film

Award for Best Documentary, brought him worldwide

recognition and helped fuel a successful campaign to in-

crease compensation for the 2,700 surviving victims of

thalidomide in Germany. Von Glasow also holds talks and

workshops on screenwriting and directing worldwide. His

distaste for athletics is rooted in his frustrations as a disabled

child forced to play sports. With My Way To Olympia, von

Glasow sets out to discover the motivations of Paralympic

athletes and challenge his own assumptions. 

Sources: 

DW. “Film About Thalidomide Victims Breaks emotional Taboos.”

http://www.dw.de/film-about-thalidomide-victims-breaks-emotional-

taboos/a-3636886

Palladio Film. “niko von Glasow.” 

http://www.palladiofilm.com/en/team/niko-von-glasow.html

The Paralympic Games

The first incarnation of the Paralympic Games (sometimes

referred to as the Paralympics) took place in england in

1948. The games were organized to provide rehabilitation

for World War ii veterans with spinal-cord injuries. other

countries participated in the next round of games and, in

1960 in Rome, competitions were held in an olympic stadium

for the first time.

Niko von Glasow.

Photo courtesy of Niko von Glasow
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The Paralympic Games are now one of the largest interna-

tional sporting events in the world. The summer and winter

Paralympic Games are held in the same arenas and venues

as the olympic Games, but separately and two weeks later.

Like the olympic Games, the Paralympic Games have open-

ing and closing ceremonies and torch relays. each country is

represented by a national team of athletes who qualify

through official competitions. The summer Paralympic

Games in London in 2012 brought together 4,302 Para-

lympians from 164 countries for 503 sporting events. The

winter games, which feature fewer sports, were held in 2014

in sochi, Russia, with 550 athletes from 45 nations partici-

pating in 20 events. 

Most Paralympic sports are “adaptive,” meaning they have

been modified to accommodate different types of disabili-

ties. For athletes with lower body impairments, skiing,

hockey and fencing are played as sit-skiing, sled hockey and

wheelchair fencing. For athletes with visual impairments, ski-

ing becomes a team sport, with a sighted guide navigating

the course for each athlete. All these sports are played

on regulation slopes and arenas. in addition, some

Paralympic sports, including goalball, boccia and

wheelchair or quad rugby, have no olympic equivalent. new

sports continue to be added to the Paralympic Games. For

example, a new sport for the 2014 winter games was snow-

boarding. The audiences and the number of people partici-

pating in the Paralympic Games grow with each event. 

Sources: 

Paralympic Movement. “London 2012 Paralympics.”

http://www.paralympic.org/london-2012

Paralympic Movement. “sochi 2014.”

http://www.paralympic.org/sochi-2014

PBs. “Medal Quest.”

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/medal-quest/

Ping pong tables.

Photo courtesy of Niko von Glasow
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The Athletes

Players qualify for the Paralympic Games the same way ath-

letes qualify for the olympic Games: through regulated com-

petitions held all over the world. The goal is to earn a spot on

one’s national Paralympic Team and then a spot at the next

Paralympic Games. For a few Paralympians, competition is a

full-time job, with sponsors that pay for coaches and de-

manding training; many others hold regular jobs to support

themselves as they train and compete. Athletes compete in

categories based not only on type of impairment, but the

degree to which it affects their play. For example, Greek

boccia player Grigoris Polychronidis, seen in the film, com-

petes at the Paralympics alongside players with different dis-

abilities that similarly affect their ability to throw the boccia

ball. Players able to throw the boccia ball without assistance

compete separately. The level of athleticism demanded by

Paralympic competition is comparable to that required for

olympic play, and the mental game is equally demanding.

Many Paralympic athletes train and compete alongside able-

bodied athletes in their home countries, and many of

their coaches work with able-bodied players as well. 

Sources: 

Boccia international sports Federation. “classification.” 

http://www.bisfed.com/about-boccia/classification/

Greg playing boccia ball.

Photo courtesy of Niko von Glasow
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Aida Dahlen: Table Tennis

Born in Bosnia-Herzegovina shortly before the Bosnian War

broke out in 1992, Aida Dahlen was adopted by a norwegian

family at the age of 6. Dahlen was born without a left fore-

arm and with a left leg amputated at the knee. As a teenager,

Dahlen struggled with sports that involved a lot of running,

such as soccer and handball, so a friend suggested she try

table tennis. This suggestion would lead her all the way to

the Paralympic summer Games in London in 2012. Dahlen

trains alongside able-bodied athletes in her home country

upwards of 30 hours per week. she is also studying for a de-

gree at the norwegian school of sport sciences. 

Sources: 

international Table Tennis Federation. “no Language Barriers for Aida

Dahlen, every Hurdle overcome in Fluent style.”

http://www.ittf.com/_front_page/ittf_full_story1.asp?

iD=25299&category 

Aida competes.

Photo courtesy of Niko von Glasow
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Grigoris “Greg” Polychronidis: Boccia

Greek boccia player Grigoris “Greg” Polychronidis is ranked

fourth in the world. Boccia is one of the few Paralympic

sports with no counterpart in the olympics. it was originally

designed for athletes with cerebral palsy, but it is now

played by those with other disabilities that affect motor

skills. Polychronidis has spinal muscular atrophy, which

causes muscle damage and weakness that worsens over

time. Able to walk and use his arms as a child, he now uses

a motorized scooter and has limited movement. He lives in

Athens, Greece, where he works as an accountant in the

Hellenic court of Audit and is active in the international

boccia community. 

Sources: 

Boccia international sports Federation. “About Boccia.” 

http://www.bisfed.com/about-boccia/

GregPoly.com. “Homepage.”

http://www.gregpoly.com/

Greg Polychronidis.

Photo courtesy of Niko von Glasow
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Rwandan Sitting Volleyball Team

not only is the Rwandan sitting Volleyball Team the best

team in sub-saharan Africa, but it has also captured inter-

national attention with its story of reconciliation. Team mem-

bers include men from the both the Hutu and Tutsi

ethnicities who lost their feet and legs during the Rwandan

genocide in 1994. Members see the team, which unites the

two historically divided and feuding groups, as representa-

tive of Rwanda’s future.

Sources: 

BBc. “Rwandan sitting Volleyball Team’s Paralympic Dreams.”

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-18729402

BBc. “Rwandan Volleyball Team to compete at Paralympics.”

http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-birmingham-19420964

cnn. “Rwandan Amputees Bring Message of Hope: ‘We Are

superstars.’”

http://edition.cnn.com/2012/08/31/sport/london-2012-paralympics-

rwanda-volleyball/index.html

White, Jim. “Paralympics 2012: Former enemies Team up to Bring 

Joy to Rwanda with First Victory in sitting Volleyball.” The Telegraph,

sept. 7, 2012.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/olympics/paralympic-

sport/9529232/Paralympics-2012-former-enemies-team-up-to-bring-

joy-to-Rwanda-with-first-victory-in-sitting-volleyball.html

Rwandan Team.

Photo courtesy of Niko von Glasow
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Matt Stutzman: Archery

"Archery can be used as a rehabilitation tool, it can make

people feel normal again,” says American archer Matt stutz-

man. “Because of archery, i can support my family and pay

the bills. it makes me feel good as a father and a husband.”

stutzman was born without arms and adopted by a family

from Kansas at the age of 18 months. He has made his career

in the sport of archery, calling himself the “armless archer.”

He was a member of the u.s. Paralympic Archery Team in

2012, when he won the silver Medal. He currently holds the

world record for longest accurate archery shot, hitting a tar-

get from 230 yards away. At a young age, stutzman learned

to do many things with his feet, including feeding himself,

writing and riding a bike. stutzman even holds a driver’s li-

cense. (He operates a vehicle with his feet.) After feeling left

out when he watched his brothers go hunting, stutzman

taught himself to shoot a gun and operate a bow and

arrow with his feet. stutzman’s impressive skill and

one-of-a-kind technique have made him a fan favorite. He

lives with his wife and three sons in iowa.  

Sources: 

Matt stutzman: The Armless Archer. “Biography.”

http://chicagosep.com/wordpress/stutzman/?page_id=10

PBs. “Medal Quest.”

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/medal-quest/video/detail/just-two-guys-

shooting-perfect-scores/

White, Jim. “Paralympics 2012: Armless Archer Matt stutzman Takes

silver After Final with Jere Forsberg.” The Telegraph, sept. 3, 2012.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/olympics/paralympic-

sport/9518798/Paralympics-2012-armless-archer-Matt-stutzman-takes-

silver-after-final-with-Jere-Forsberg.html

Team usA. "Matt stutzman: Archery." 

http://www.teamusa.org/Athletes/sT/Matt-stutzman

American Archer Matt Stutzman.

Photo courtesy of Niko von Glasow



Did You Know?
1. Only three Paralympic sports have no Olympic counterpart. They are goalball (a cross between dodgeball and

soccer that features a ball with a bell inside, for visually impaired athletes), wheelchair rugby (also called “quad

rugby,” for athletes with impairments in all four limbs) and boccia (for athletes with neuromuscular impairments).

2. Visually impaired athletes compete with sighted guides in some events. In skiing, a sighted guide skis ahead of the

athlete, communicating information about the course through a two-way radio. In track racing, guide and athlete

are tethered at the wrist, but again, the athlete must always be in the lead during the race. Each athlete and guide

pair is considered as a team, with both eligible for medals. 

3. In 1904, German-American gymnast George Eyser, who had a wooden leg, was the first athlete with a disability to

compete in the Olympic Games. He earned six medals in one day. More recently, in 2012 runner Oscar Pistorius of

South Africa, whose legs were amputated below the knees, competed in the Olympics, in the 4-by-400-meter relay

and the men’s 400-meter race. 

4. The Paralympic games is under the direction of the International Paralympic Committee. The motto of the

Paralympics is “Spirit in Motion.” 

5. The Winter Paralympics in Sochi were the first Paralympic Games to feature snowboarding. 

6. American swimmer Trischa Zorn is the most decorated Paralympian. She has won 55 medals, 41 of them gold.

7. The symbol of the Paralympic Games is composed of three swooshes. Each is known as an agito, the Latin for “I

move.” There is a red agito, a blue one and a green one, because those are the colors most common on the flags of

nations. The three agitos circle a central point, symbolizing athletes coming together from all over the globe.

8. Paralympic medals feature text in the host country’s language, English and Braille. 

Sources: 

Australian Paralympic committee Paralympic education Program. “History of the Games.” 

http://www.paralympiceducation.org.au/primary/history-games

canada.com. “How Paralympic competitions Differ From Their olympic counterparts.”

http://www.canada.com/olympics/paralympics/how-paralympic-competitions-differ-from-their-olympic-counterparts

Girard, Daniel. “Visually impaired skiers Put Fate in Guide’s Hands.” Toronto Star, March 13, 2010.

http://www.thestar.com/sports/olympics/2010/03/13/visually_impaired_skiers_put_fate_in_guides_hands.html 

Parentdish. “20 Fascinating Facts About the Paralympics.”

http://www.parentdish.co.uk/fun-and-activities/20-fascinating-facts-about-the-paralympics/

The Takeaway with John Hockenberry. “For the First Time ever, snowboarding Hits the slopes at the Paralympics.”

http://www.thetakeaway.org/story/inside-paralympics-snowboarding/Wellcommons. “10 Fun Facts About the Paralympics!”

http://wellcommons.com/groups/independence-inc/2012/aug/14/10-fun-facts-about-the-paralympics/

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
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Niko von Glasow and his son, Mandel Greg Polychronidis, Greek boccia player

Matt Stutzman, American archer Aida Dahlen, norwegian table tennis player

Rwandan volleyball team members

Selected People Featured in My Way To Olympia



Immediately after the film, you may want to give people a

few quiet moments to reflect on what they have seen or

pose a general question (examples below) and give people

some time to themselves to jot down or think about their

answers before opening the discussion:  

• If you could ask anyone in the film a single question,

whom would you ask and what would you ask him or

her? 

• What did you learn from this film? What insights did

it provide?

• If a friend asked you what this film was about, what

would you say? 

• Describe a moment or scene in the film that you

found particularly disturbing, moving or surprising.

What was it about that scene that was especially

compelling for you?

GENERAL DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
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Stereotypes

What stereotypes about

people with disabilities

have you encountered?

How did the film affirm

or discredit those

stereotypes? How did its

messages about people

with disabilities compare

with depictions in the

media you typically see,

hear or read?

How would you describe

niko von Glasow’s views

of disabled people at the

beginning of the film?

How did his views evolve

over the course of the

film and what prompted

him to rethink them?

How do his views com-

pare with your own?

Von Glasow’s non-dis-

abled son, Mandel, strug-

gles (unsuccessfully) to

aim a bow with his hands

as easily as Matt stutz-

man does with his feet.

Later, the camera operator cannot earn even a single point

against Aida Dahlen in table tennis. in these situations, who

is most “disabled”? What insights do the scenes provide

about the meaning of that term?

Von Glasow asks such direct and unvarnished questions that

occasionally even his subjects seem surprised. Are there

questions he can ask that a non-disabled person couldn’t?

Why? in a world that tends to divide people into “us” and

“them” categories, what are the advantages and disadvan-

tages of an interviewer being part of the same “us” as the

person being interviewed? 

some people suggest that competitions that change rules

or equipment to accommodate disabilities are patronizing,

while others argue that they enable a wider range of athletes

to participate and offer opportunities for competition at the

highest levels. in your view, what’s the difference between

being patronizing and offering opportunity?

Like von Glasow, one of the members of the Rwandan vol-

leyball team makes it clear that people with disabilities don’t

all automatically understand one another’s experiences. He

tells von Glasow that this is the first time he has met some-

one with a disability “who is old.” He then asks a long string

of questions, including how the filmmaker gets dressed and

whether he eats on his own or needs to be assisted. if you

felt comfortable, what questions would you want to ask von

Glasow or the athletes about their disabilities or their lives?

How could you ask these questions without offending the

people who interested you?

Greg Polychronidis and Niko.

Photo courtesy of Niko von Glasow
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Competition

in von Glasow’s first conversation with Greek boccia player

Greg Polychronidis, he says, “so, basically i think sports

sucks and the Paralympics is a stupid idea.” What do you

think?

Von Glasow explains one of his objections to the Paralympic

Games as follows: “i don’t know if it’s not a big show to dis-

guise the big problem between society and disabled peo-

ple.” What might he mean by “the big problem” and why

would an event like the Paralympics disguise it? What prob-

lems do you see? Do you think the Paralympic Games make

the problems better or worse (or neither)? 

What does the filmmaker learn about why the athletes

choose to compete? How do their reasons compare with the

motives of other athletes you know? 

When asked about the focus on preparing for competition,

Polychronidis’s coach gives the standard response: “The

most important [thing] is the participation and not the vic-

tory.” Polychronidis himself quickly disagrees. Why

would he so vehemently reject the notion that simply par-

ticipating is enough? 

What did you notice about the athletes’ reactions to victory

and defeat? Were the reactions any different than those at

competitions involving athletes without disabilities?

Polychronidis explains that he competes because he likes

“being one of the best in the world in something.” What do

you think it would feel like to be the best in the world at

something? is there an area where would you like to be the

best?

Table tennis player Aida Dahlen trains alongside so-called

“normal” athletes on the norwegian team. Her coach ex-

plains that “sport in norway is very integrated.” How does

such integration benefit all athletes?

in trying to explain why Paralympians go through demand-

ing training regimes, von Glasow says, “one thing i noticed

Boccia ball competition.

Photo courtesy of Niko von Glasow
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with a lot of disabled people, they’re extreme. You know

they are either extreme angry, or extreme creative, or

 extreme stupid, or extreme… ah, you know.” Have you

 observed this phenomenon? What do you think might

 account for the attraction to the extreme? Do elite athletes

without disabilities exhibit this trait as well?

Matt stutzman’s wife, colleen, describes his relationship to

archery as “obsessive.” Would that be a fair description of

any olympic-caliber athlete’s relationship to his or her sport?

is there a difference between being “obsessed” and being

“dedicated”?

Aida Dahlen is asked what “mental advice” she would give

people who play sports. she answers that she has to “think

forward” and not get lost in her past. How does this type of

thinking benefit an athlete? How might the same advice

serve people who aren’t athletes? 

Greg Polychronidis says he appreciates the Paralympics

 because they provided him with role models that athletes

without disabilities could not provide. Traditional

 athletics were so completely unattainable that  

able-bodied athletes didn’t offer inspiration. instead, he

looked to people doing things that he could also do. What

lesson does Polychronidis offer about who makes a good

role model?  

one of the Rwandan athletes explains that they compete as

a way to show that “we accept our disability.” Why do you

suppose demonstrating acceptance is important to them?

Why is it meaningful for niko von Glasow and Greg

 Polychronidis to visit olympia, the site of the original

olympic Games?

Daily Lives

Think about each of the people in the film. Does the cause of

his or her disability (e.g., birth defect, illness, war) matter?

Would their lives be different if the causes of their disabilities

were different?

Matt Stutzman.

Photo courtesy of Niko von Glasow
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Von Glasow asks Polychronidis, who has spinal muscular

 atrophy, if it was scary when he realized that he was begin-

ning to lose abilities that he once had. Polychronidis says it

was, then adds, “But you get used to it.” clearly these

 athletes learned to be comfortable in the bodies they have.

What lessons might their experiences offer to people with

other body types? 

Mandel talks about missing out on playing catch or rugby

with his father. How does one person’s disability impact his

or her entire family?

Von Glasow asks stutzman’s wife if he ever uses his disabil-

ity as an excuse. she answers—half jokingly—that he avoids

doing the dishes. Have you ever encountered someone who

used a disability as an excuse? What was the circumstance

and how did you respond? 

Both Dahlen and stutzman were adopted. How might this

influence their attitudes toward their bodies and what they

are and aren’t capable of doing?

Von Glasow asks Polychronidis, “What makes you

happy?” Polychronidis answers that that is “one of

the most difficult questions for everyone.” Do you think it is

a difficult question? What would your answer be? 

Von Glasow asks each athlete about his or her love life and

family. Why might this be of particular interest to the film-

maker? What challenges do people with disabilities face in

establishing and maintaining significant intimate relation-

ships? How do these challenges differ from those faced by

able-bodied people?

Von Glasow observes that Polychronidis doesn’t “try to

avoid the subject of suffering” and responds to the prospect

of a short life expectancy by saying, “You know, i don't know

how long i will live…For me, it’s not the quantity; it’s the qual-

ity.” Why do you suppose so many people are focused on

extending the length of their lives and how are people like

Polychronidis freed by the realization that they have little or

no control over their life expectancy?

Aida with her parents.

Photo courtesy of Niko von Glasow



Issues

For von Glasow, the Rwandan team members’ reluctance to

talk about the ethnic divisions that led to genocide evokes

his own experience. “You know after the war in Germany?

nobody wanted to talk about the past. My parents never

wanted to talk about the past. sometimes you just don’t ask

because it’s too painful,” he says. under what circumstances

is it important to talk about uncomfortable pasts and when

is it better to respect people’s desire not to talk?

Von Glasow asks a member of the Rwandan team which

team members are Tutsi and which are Hutu, and the man

dismisses the question. Do you find that response and his

statements that the past isn’t important convincing? Might

his answer be true for athletes in ways that it is not for oth-

ers? How does athletic competition contribute to reconcili-

ation? can you think of specific examples where sports have

bridged divisions? 

What was your reaction to the dialogue between stutzman

and von Glasow about guns?

At the end of the film, von Glasow jokes about titling his

work “Triumph of the Will Part 2.” What’s the reference, how

does it relate to von Glasow’s film and why is it ironic? 

DISCUSSION PROMPTS
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Niko and Greg at Olympia.

Photo courtesy of Niko von Glasow

Additional media literacy questions are available at:

www.pbs.org/pov/educators/media-literacy.php



Taking Action

• Create a venue, either live or online, for people with physical disabilities to share

their stories, including their hopes, accomplishments, frustrations and recommen-

dations for making life in your community better. Consider inviting a Paralympian

to your school or organization to speak about his or her experiences. 

• Work with local schools and/or youth sports leagues to provide athletic opportu-

nities for all types of young people, including those with physical disabilities.

Consider doing a special screening for coaches as part of a professional

development session on inclusion.

• Raise funds to sponsor a Paralympic athlete or team. If possible, attend a

Paralympic event.

• Work with local veterans hospitals or military bases to create athletic opportu-

nities for wounded veterans.
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Greg wins.

Photo courtesy of Niko von Glasow



NIKO VON GLASOW’S BLOG

http://nobodyisperfect.myfilmblog.com/ 

Von Glasow talks about his life and work and how they

have been shaped by his body on his blog.

INTERNATIONAL PARALYMPIC COMMITTEE

www.paralympic.org/ 

The website of the official sanctioning body of the

competition offers all manner of information about the

games and athletes.

TEAM USA PARALYMPICS

www.teamusa.org/US-Paralympics 

The u.s. Paralympic team’s website provides information

about competitions specific to the united states, including

activities designed for military veterans who have been

injured in combat.

Other PBS Projects Focused on the
Paralympics

ICE WARRIORS

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/medal-quest/ice-
warriors/#film

Part of the multi-platform documentary project Medal

Quest, WGBH’s film Ice Warriors: USA Sled Hockey

follows the members of the u.s. sled hockey team on their

road to the 2014 Paralympic Winter Games in sochi,

Russia. These remarkable competitors—experienced

athletes and rookie players, high school students

and military veterans wounded in action—share

one goal: to make history with a repeat gold

medal win.

General Information on Disability 
and the Rights of People with Disabilities

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT

www.ada.gov 

The official government site for information on and

technical assistance with the Americans with Disabilities

Act offers information on the subject.

CENTER FOR DISABILITY RIGHTS

www.cdrnys.org/ 

Focused on peer-to-peer support and independent living,

this upstate new York based organization is typical of

such groups across the united states. search for

“Disability Rights center,” “council for Disability Rights” or

“independence center” followed by the name of your

state or city to find an advocacy group where you live.

SOCIETY FOR DISABILITY STUDIES

www.disstudies.org 

This organization is devoted to research on the social,

cultural, political and medical aspects of disability.

Resources include an open-source academic journal.

RESOURCES
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FILMMAKER WEBSITE 

www.mywaytoolympia.com

Original Online Content on POV  
To enhance the broadcast, POV has produced an interactive website to enable viewers to explore the film in greater

depth. The My Way To Olympia website—www.pbs.org/pov/olympia—offers a streaming video trailer for the film; an

interview with filmmaker; a list of related websites, articles and books; a downloadable discussion guide; and special

features.

What’s Your POV? 
Share your thoughts about My Way To Olympia by posting a comment at http://www.pbs.org/pov/olympia



HOW TO BUY THE FILM

To order My Way To Olympia for home use, 
go to www.gaiamtv.com/video/my-way-olympia.

Front cover: Niko watches Christiane swim. 
Photo courtesy of Niko von Glasow.
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Produced by American Documentary, Inc.

and beginning its 27th season on PBS in

2014, the award-winning POV series is the

longest-running showcase on American television to feature the

work of today’s best independent documentary filmmakers. Air-

ing June through September with primetime specials during the

year, POV has brought more than 365 acclaimed documentaries

to millions nationwide. POV films have won every major film and

broadcasting award, including 32 Emmys, 15 George Foster

Peabody Awards, 10 Alfred I. DuPont-Columbia University

Awards, three Academy Awards and the Prix Italia. Since 1988,

POV has pioneered the art of presentation and outreach using

independent nonfiction media to build new communities in con-

versation about today’s most pressing social issues. Visit

www.pbs.org/pov. 

POV Digital www.pbs.org/pov

POV’s award-winning website extends the life of our films online

with interactive features, interviews, updates, video and educa-

tional content, as well as listings for television broadcasts, com-

munity screenings and films available online. The POV Blog is a

gathering place for documentary fans and filmmakers to discuss

their favorite films and get the latest news.  

POV Community Engagement and Education 

POV’s Community Engagement and Education team works with

educators, community organizations and Public Media stations

to present more than 650 free screenings every year. In addi-

tion, we produce and distribute free discussion guides and cur-

riculum-based lesson plans for each of our films. With our

community partners, we inspire dialogue around the most im-

portant social issues of our time.

Major funding for POV is provided by PBS, The John D. and

Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the John S. and James L.

Knight Foundation, Bertha Foundation, Wyncote Foundation,

The Educational Foundation of America, Corporation for Public

Broadcasting, National Endowment for the Arts, New York State

Council on the Arts, the New York City Department of Cultural

Affairs in partnership with the City Council, Ann Tenenbaum and

Thomas H. Lee, and public television viewers. POV is presented

by a consortium of public television stations, including KQED

San Francisco, WGBH Boston and THIRTEEN in association

with WNET.ORG

American Documentary, Inc.  www.amdoc.org

American Documentary, Inc. (AmDoc) is a multimedia company

dedicated to creating, identifying, and presenting contemporary

stories that express opinions and perspectives rarely featured in

mainstream-media outlets. AmDoc is a catalyst for public cul-

ture, developing collaborative strategic-engagement activities

around socially relevant content on television, online, and in

community settings. These activities are designed to trigger ac-

tion, from dialogue and feedback to educational opportunities

and community participation.

You can follow us on Twitter @POVengage 
for the latest news from 

POV Community Engagement & Education.

Media Sponsor:

http://www.americandocumentary.org

